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Vbscript UnleashedSams Publishing, 1996
There are too many important facets to the language of the World Wide Web to say that any one is the most important.
That language is called HTML. In the years since its inception, the HTML specification has been fairly dynamic. So far,
each feature added to the standard has made HTML better. Succeeding specifications make pages more...
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Internet Lockdown: Internet Security Administrator's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Internet Lockdown: Internet Security Administrator's Handbook covers hot security technology including firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention, honeypots, network security on all operating systems. It explains confusing core concepts like certificates, cryptography, firewalls and encryption in a fashion anyone can understand....
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Learning IPython for Interactive Computing and Data VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	IPython provides a rich architecture for interactive computing, and as a Python developer you can take advantage of this practical hands-on guide to make yourself an expert. Covers numerical computing, data analysis, and more.


	Overview

	
		A practical step-by-step tutorial which will help you to replace the...
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Web Mobile-Based Applications for Healthcare ManagementIGI Global, 2007
In recent years, there has been a veritable literary frenzy on the theme of healthcare and the Internet. In these works, however, there has not been adequate attention paid to the role that potential users of the site (patients, general practitioners, healthcare personnel, students, private doctors, other healthcare organizations, etc.) could and...
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Epigenetics and Assisted Reproduction: An Introductory GuideCRC Press, 2018

	
		Epigenetics is the study of how certain genes are activated without modification at the DNA sequence level, resulting in genetically similar individuals having different clinical outcomes. As contemporary medicine increasingly aims to personalize the medical approach to a patient's genetic profile, the factors that can affect...
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The Battle for Barrels: Peak Oil Myths & World Oil FuturesProfile Books Ltd, 2009

	
		The Battle for Barrels demonstrates that the doom and gloom of the peak oil theory is mistaken. Duncan Clarke rebuts the arguments of peak oil’s adherents and discusses the issues they ignore—rising prices, new or future technologies, potential improved exploration, access to restricted world oil zones, changes in...
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NumPy CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	We, NumPy users, live in exciting times. New NumPy-related developments seem to come

	to our attention every week or maybe even daily. When this book was being written, NumPy

	Foundation of Open Code for Usable Science was created. The Numba project—NumPy-aware,

	dynamic Python compiler using LLVM—was announced. Also,...
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The Nice and Accurate Good Omens TV Companion: Your guide to Armageddon and the series based on the bestselling novel by Terry Pratchett and Neil GaimanWilliam Morrow, 2019

	
		A stunning full-color, illustrated, behind-the-scenes guide to the Good Omens television series, adapted for the screen by Neil Gaiman himself and starring Michael Sheen and David Tennant.

		

		Following the original novel’s chronological structure—from “the Beginning” to “End...
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Embedded Java Security: Security for Mobile DevicesSpringer, 2006
This book is a comprehensive presentation of embedded Java security (namely, J2ME CLDC/MIDP), in the sense that the security model of embedded Java is thoroughly explained, then a detailed analysis of this model is undertaken. It is compared with the security model of Java Standard Edition in order to view the impact of limited resources (typically...
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Mastering PerlO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Take the next step toward Perl mastery with advanced concepts that make coding easier, maintenance simpler, and execution faster. Mastering Perl isn't a collection of clever tricks, but a way of thinking about Perl programming for solving debugging, configuration, and many other real-world problems you’ll encounter...
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You and Your Money: A No-Stress Guide to Becoming Financially FitFT Press, 2007

	“With over 70% of American workers living paycheck to paycheck, basic money management skills are needed desperately. This is a masterful work that guides us to discover our own money dysfunctions and takes us on a journey to healthy financial behaviors.”

...
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OFDM-Based Broadband Wireless Networks: Design and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Emerging technologies such as WiFi and WiMAX are profoundly changing the
landscape of wireless broadband. As we evolve into future generation wireless
networks, a primary challenge is the support of high data rate, integrated multimedia
type traffic over a unified platform. Due to its inherent advantages in
high-speed...
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